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Even though the object oriented paradigm has proven itself over the last few decades asthe weapon of choice for many software engineers, there always were critical voices citingits deficits. While it is an excellent tool for modeling the static modular structure of systems, it lacks the concept of dynamic collaboration and adaptability of entities. Attempts tocompensate through the invention of object oriented constructs emulating such dynamismwere of limited success, with complexity and performance issues being the main problems.Eventually, research proposed role oriented programming, which allows objects to adaptto different contexts by playing roles. More specifically, role objects are introduced that,when attached to an object filling that role, can define additional functions ormodify existingones. Despite its numerous and powerful capabilities, it has not reached the mainstreamyet, mainly because of its also lacking performance statistics. Object oriented languageshave mature compilers and runtimes thanks to years of research and development and aretherefore highly optimized. In contrast, role based programming is still young and comparably little research targeted at performance improvement has been done. Especially becausethe increased variability has to be accounted for, invocation of functions adapted by rolesinvolves overhead stemming from the advanced lookup mechanism of role functions. Nevertheless, there is potential for optimization and recent research has leveraged that in anattempt to boost the efficiency of this process in a role oriented extension of the Java programming language. The developed approach uses run time information to build a static,reusable execution path, reducing overhead from unnecessary dispatch recalculation onevery function call. The performance improvement reached was up to 4.5×, however onlyin cases in which contexts were stable enough that reuse was viable. At call sites that experienced constant switching of contexts, the overhead introduced from calculation of theseexecution paths was immense. The approach therefore has to be extended to consider amore complete notion of role polymorphic call sites, i.e., including ones with high contextvariability. An option that is often used with similar caching techniques is graceful degradation, meaning a fallback to the original dispatching mechanism through which overhead isavoided. The objective of this thesis is the integration of such a fallback into the optimizeddispatch approach. An evaluation of the resulting modified runtime environment shall bedone, employing a set of synthetic benchmarks replicating various possible run time conditions.
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 provides a more detailedlook at the background of role oriented programming and introduces Object Teams Java,which is the target language for the proposed optimization. In Chapter 3, the new polymorphic role dispatch that was designed in previous research is described, together with anoptimized reuse mechanism and the added degradation approach. Their implementation
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1 Introduction
is explained in Chapter 4, next to an important part of the Java API that was used for theirrealization. In Chapter 5 the resulting system is evaluated based on several synthetic benchmarks that were developed for this purpose and the results are discussed. Chapter 6 takesa side step and presents two approaches that target similar optimizations in other programming paradigms that offer dynamic adaptability, and compares those to the optimization athand. Chapter 7 concludes the thesis with a summary of the achieved results and gives anoutlook on possible future work.
2
2 Background
The first section of this chapter will introduce object oriented programming (OOP) and goover some capabilities and shortcomings it has. Afterward, the concept of role oriented pro
gramming (ROP) and the way it solves said shortcomings will be explained. Furthermore, therole oriented programming language Object Teams Java and its internals will be introduced.
2.1 Object Oriented Programming
Object oriented programming has been considered the de facto standard programmingparadigm in software engineering for the last couple of decades. The fundamental feature ofOOP is the division of program code into self contained blocks, namely classes, which enclosecoherent parts of the program. Often, these objects are modeled after elements from thereal world that can be touchable but also more abstract, e.g., an online shopping systemmay contain the classes shopping cart and transaction. This allows for easy modularizationand organization of large software as well as extensibility and reuse of systems. While twoimplementations of the concepts of OOP exist, namely class based and prototype based, theformer is more prevalent and will be introduced in the following sections.
2.1.1 Classes and Inheritance
The division of code is done by way of classes which contain data in form of member vari
ables and functions1. Classes act as a template from which objects can be instantiated bycalling a special member function called constructor. The constructor often takes a numberof parameters that are used to initialize member variables and returns an object of the typedefined by the class name; an instance of the class. Class instances (objects) may be treatedanalogous to primitive variables, e.g., as parameters to functions or in expressions, and canalso interact with each other.One of the most important features of OOP is inheritance. An existing class can be ex
tended by another class, leading to the extending class (i.e., subclass) inheriting all membervariables and functions which thereby can be reused. The subclass can furthermore define its own variables and functions, or redefine those of the extended class (i.e., superclass)by overriding them, creating the possibility of refining more general classes (e.g., abstractclasses). The resulting inheritance hierarchies are an essential part of OOP which has advantages, such as the aforementioned possibility of modularization, but also disadvantagesthat will be elaborated upon in Section 2.1.3.





2.2 Role Oriented Programming
the resulting code is tangled and concerns are scattered across the system. Another drawback is the conceptual role playing entity being split into two objects: the core and the role.This can cause object schizophrenia [4] if identity management is not implemented correctly.Mainly for these reasons native support for roles was sought and born was the paradigm of
role oriented programming (ROP), which will be described in the following section.
2.2 Role Oriented Programming
As previously mentioned, the lack of dynamic functional adaptability of objects to different contexts created a void in OOP that was soon to be filled by a multitude of differentparadigms, i.a., aspect oriented programming (AOP) [5] and context oriented programming(COP) [6], two concepts that will be touched upon in Chapter 6. Although these turned outto be a good starting point, role oriented programming proved to be superior, with the bestfeatures of the former being present in it. In ROP, context specific behavior of objects (i.e.,their role in a collaboration) is encapsulated in special role classes. Objects that fill these rolesare called bases (i.e., base entities) and can exist outside said collaborations. Base objectscan start or stop playing a role dynamically, also providing for adaptability at the methodlevel. To have clearly defined boundaries of contexts, roles are aggregated in and confinedto compartments.Object Teams (OT) is currently the most advanced and feature rich ROP language [7]. ItsJava based reference implementation, which is used in the context of this thesis, is also themost performant ROP language [8] and will be introduced in the subsequent section.
2.2.1 Object Teams Java
As Object Teams Java (OT/J) [9] is an extension to the Java programming language, it is compatible with existing Java code. The amount of features provided by the language is immenseand therefore only those most relevant for this thesis are outlined here. The OT/J language
definition [10] contains very detailed documentation of the implementation andmay be consulted for further information.In OT/J, the aforementioned compartments are a special type of class called Team, whileroles are implemented as inner classes of teams and are associated to their base throughthe keyword playedBy. Effectively, teams are aggregations of roles and thus represent contexts in which these roles can be played by bases. Behavior of basemethods can be adaptedby binding role methods to them; the former can then be referred to as bound base meth
ods. Role method binding is possible in two directions, the first type of binding being callout:when a callout role method is invoked, it is forwarded to the bound base method. The second type of binding is callin: when a base method that is bound by a callin is invoked, thecall is intercepted and redirected to the role method. A callin can moreover have one ofthree distinct modifiers: before, after or replace. While the before and after modifierscause the callin to be of additive nature, meaning that the role method is executed beforeor after the original code, the replace modifier leads to the base method essentially beingoverridden. Inside a replace callin the original method can still be accessed through a base
call using the base keyword and the name of the bound role method. Furthermore, binding is explicitly done through a mapping inside the role which contains the base method,the mapped role method, the direction of the binding and a callin modifier. Figure 2.5 illustrates this, implementing the previous example using a team University with two roles





2.2 Role Oriented Programming
2.2.3 Translation Polymorphism
Roles are encapsulated in teams and are not supposed to leave these. Therefore, wheneverthey are passed out of the team instance, they are implicitly lowered to their base. Similarly,when a base instance is passed into a team, it is lifted to the corresponding role by a liftingfunction implemented inside the team. In this case, since a base instance should alwaysbe represented by the same role instance, the role is either taken from a cache or createdon the fly. This process is performed transparently by the runtime, hence roles and theircorresponding bases are translation polymorphic [15]. This provides possibilities comparableto subtype polymorphism w.r.t. bases and roles. Lifting has to be accounted for in theoptimized dispatch mechanism which will be introduced in the following chapter and wastherefore shortly explained here.
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3 Problem Statement and Design
Concept
Analyses of several role oriented programming languages, includingObject Teams Java, haveshown severe performance penalties compared to traditional approaches. In an evaluationusing a synthetic benchmark in which behavior of bank account objects was adapted todifferent contexts when transferring money, an implementation using OT/J callins was onaverage 59.3× slower than an implementation applying the Role Object Pattern [8]. Nevertheless, it was still faster than the other ROP languages in question by a great margin andrecent research has shown that performance optimizations are well in reach, especially regarding the invocation of role functions. In 2020 Schütze et al. developed a new dispatchapproach called Polymorphic Dispatch Plans (PDP) [13], extending the concept of polymorphic inline caches (cf. Section 2.1.2) to role invocation while also enabling just in time (JIT)compilation of the dispatch for a given call site. The following section will describe the proposed technique and how it improves performance in OT/J. Moreover, this thesis developsfurther optimizations whose design will be presented in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3.
3.1 Polymorphic Dispatch Plans
Java code is compiled into bytecode which is interpreted by the Java Virtual Machine (JVM).Since interpretation is slower compared to the execution of native code, the runtime profiles performance in order to identify code that is run frequently (i.e., hot code or hot paths).This code is then just in time compiled to native instructions and executed directly on theCPU, with further optimizations like function inlining coming into effect, providing for performance close to compiled programming languages. Deeply nested, recursive function callsas depicted in Figure 2.7 however impede JIT compilation, making them inherently slow. Thismakes polymorphic role function invocation in OT/J a performance bottleneck which additionally is hit on every such call, since said functions are late bound1. Polymorphic DispatchPlans supersedes the recursive dispatch strategy that was explained in Section 2.2.2 by using metadata retrieved from method bindings and the state of the Object Teams runtime(i.a. the stack of active teams) to directly link role methods into the call site, avoiding gluecode and intermediate dispatch code. For that, an executable directed acyclic graph (DAG)consisting of composed role functions and the necessary type and signature adaptations is
1Polymorphic operations are late-bound, meaning they are dynamically dispatched. This is necessary becauseobjects may assume different roles at a single call site over time and the correct implementation has to belooked up depending on these roles (cf. Section 2.1.2).
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3 Problem Statement and Design Concept
constructed, which represents the polymorphic dispatch plan. This DAG is created at runtime, whenever a call site containing a call to a bound base method (including base calls) isencountered. It is then cached at the call site and reused on subsequent calls, creating a role























Figure 3.1: A Polymorphic Dispatch Plan. Adapted from [13], Figure 6.
The optimization described just now provides performance gains in two ways, the first beingowed to the implementation of these DAGs being observable by the JIT compiler, unlike thepreviously explained recursive strategy, enabling faster execution of dispatch. The secondimprovement is that as with PICs, in most cases role function dispatch is done only a handfulof times instead of every time a base function is called, decreasing run time overhead. In theevaluation of PDP it was shown that a geometric mean speedup of 4.0× with up to 4.5× wasachieved. There are, however, deficits to this design which will be outlined in the upcomingsections.
3.2 Optimizing Reuse of Dispatch Plans
To determine whether a dispatch plan is reusable at a call site, the guarding function ofPDP compares the types of all currently active teams (in order of precedence) to the stackthat was cached during DAG creation. If they are not equal, reuse is not possible. Consequently, to reuse a DAG, teams whose callins are yet to be executed as well as those that





This chapter will first introduce a part of the Java API that was used for the implementationof the mentioned systems. Afterward, the technical details of Polymorphic Dispatch Planswill be covered, with the implementation of the optimizations following that.
4.1 Method Handles
The MethodHandles API was introduced in 2009 together with the invokedynamic JVMinstruction [17, 18], a new method invocation bytecode. This instruction allows for userdefined call site semantics as, unlike the other invocation instructions, it neither has a fixeddispatch mechanism nor requires a receiver. Instead, it may be linked by a DynamicLinkerthat employs a custom linking function. Implementation of dynamic languages is therebygreatly simplified since call targets and types are not required at compile time anymore.An invokedynamic call site is in an uninitialized state at program startup and has to be boot
strappedwhen invoked for the first time, hence it is pointed to a predefined bootstrapmethodby the compiler. That method invokes link on the dynamic linker, reifying the call site as a
CallSite object with a target of type MethodHandle which, according to the Java API specification, is a “directly executable reference to an underlying method, constructor, field, orsimilar low level operation” that additionally allows “transformations of arguments or returnvalues” [19]. The target of the returned CallSite points to the relink function inside the
DynamicLinker, which is subsequently invoked. This function generates a method handlepointing to the actual target that is then linked into the call site and invoked. Crucially, a
CallSite can be mutable, thus once the call site is linked the target may be changed, allowing for it to be invalidated and relinked. Method handles essentially act as function pointerswhile also providing additional functionality such as signature adaptation or the possibilityof function composition. Furthermore, method handles are observable and walkable by theJIT compiler, therefore enabling optimizations, e.g., constant folding and possibly inlining oflinked functions.
4.2 Implementation of PDP
This section details the version of PDP that was implemented by Lars Schütze in 2020. Someparts of PDP were not implemented yet as they did not have any significance for the evaluation of the improved role method dispatch, namely the guarding function and support forafter callins. Both were implemented as part of the optimizations introduced in the followingsections.
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4.3 Implementation of the New Guard
For the construction of the guard, a method handle pointing to a predefined guarding function is created. The types of the teams on the stack are copied into an array that is thenbound1 to the first argument of the guard method handle. The guarding function acceptstwo arguments, namely an array of team types and an array of team instances, the latterbeing the run time team stack to be examined. When executed, the currently active teamsare passed as the second argument. The function first checks for equal size of the arrays,then iterates over them in parallel, asserting that for every index the type of the given teaminstance matches the cached team type.
The method handle representing the starting node of the DAG is returned together withthe guard inside a GuardedInvocation object which is then linked into a ChainedCallSiteobject. When linking a target into this special call site type that can contain several targetmethod handles, it is composed with the already present targets so that these are used as afallback, should the guard of the new target fail. Thus, a chain of method handles is createdthat effectively constitutes a PIC, with the last chain link pointing to the relink function; themaximum length of that chain was set to 8. Figure 4.1 shows the different phases of thenew dispatch in form of a simplified sequence diagram.
4.3 Implementation of the New Guard
As described in Section 3.2, the guarding procedure has been optimized for better reuseand the implementation differs slightly from the original function. Now, only the teams beginning from the current index are cached, therefore the index is copied to the variable
startingIndex before beginning DAG construction; it is later used to determine the sizeof the array to be created for caching of the team types. Iterating over the teams fromthe starting index, the team types are retrieved with getClass and written into an arraywhich is then bound to the first parameter of the guard method handle. In case that thereare no active teams, the team array is null and the required guard is thus a function thataccepts one parameter and returns true if that parameter is null. The guarding function,
1 MethodHandle guard;
2 if (teams != null) {
3 final int testStackLength = teams.length - startingIndex;
4 Class<?>[] testStack = new Class<?>[testStackLength];
5 for (int j = 0, i = startingIndex; i < teams.length; i++, j++) {
6 testStack[j] = teams[i].getClass();
7 }
8 guard = OTGuards.TEST TEAM COMPOSITION.bindTo(testStack);
9 } else {
10 guard = Guards.isNull();
11 }
Listing 4.2: Java code implementing the creation of the guard during DAG construction.
testTeamComposition, now accepts a third argument, namely the index present at DAG execution. It first checks whether the passed team stack is not null and compares the numberof cached team types to the number of remaining teams. If of equal length, the function iterates over the arrays in parallel starting at the given active team stack index, checking whetherthe typesmatch. If nomismatch occurs, the function returns true. Listing 4.2 and Listing 4.3show the implementations of guard creation and testTeamComposition, respectively.
1Binding allows predefinition of argument data which is inserted into the method handle, i.e., partial functionapplication. This also enables binding a virtual method to a receiver without invoking it.
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4 Implementation
1 private static boolean testTeamComposition(final Class<ITeam>[] testStack,
2 final ITeam[] stack, final int index) {
3 if (stack == null || testStack.length != stack.length - index) {
4 return false;
5 }
6 for (int i = 0, j = index; i < testStack.length; i++, j++) {






Listing 4.3: Java Code of the new guarding function.
4.4 Implementation of Graceful Degradation
The Java Dynalink API, of which DynamicLinker, CallSite and GuardedInvocation are apart of, already includes functions for the definition of an unstable call site. With PDP,a custom call site type CallinCallSite was defined in which subsequently the function
getUnstableRelinkThreshold from the CallSite superclass could be overridden. In it, aninteger value is set that defines the number of times a CallSite object can be relinked before going into an unstable state. This value was set to default to 4, however, it is not knownwhether this is the optimal value as that would have to be determined through substantialbenchmarking efforts which could not be afforded in this context. To implement degradation, DAG construction inside the custom dynamic linker was modified to not go ahead ifthe call site is marked as unstable; instead, a method handle that forwards the call to theoriginal dispatch is returned. It retrieves the current team from the stack when invokedand calls callAllBindings (or callNext, if the call site constitutes a base call) on it. If noteams are active, it directly calls callOrig on the present base object. This method handleis generated during initialization of the linker by the function getOriginalDispatch and isthen statically available, as it does not depend on any run time feedback. Once a call sitebecomes unstable, this special dispatch plan is linked into it permanently, effectively rollingback the changes introduced by PDP for the given call site.In the classic dispatch, the indexwas incremented in the callNext function of the chainingwrapper before invocation of the following callins. However, in PDP this was not necessaryfor two reasons: first, there was no subgraph optimization and therefore DAGs were alwaysof equal length at a single call site. The index could thus be hard coded into the DAG foreach callin and an external data structure for the call site context kept track of it so basecall linking continued at the correct index. Second, DAGs were the only dispatch approachand a transition to the original dispatch, which would have required passing of the correctindex, never occurred. For the transition between dispatch plans and the recursive strategyto work (in both directions), the index has to be incremented and passed correctly by DAGs.In the new implementation, each of the role method handles that the DAG consists of isprepended with an index incrementor that filters the index argument by adding the offsetfrom the starting index. The role method handles are furthermore constructed to use theindex for dynamic retrieval of the team instance that is used for lifting before role invocation.Listing 4.4 contains a simplified version of the main loop driving DAG construction.
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4.4 Implementation of Graceful Degradation
1 MethodHandle beforeComposition, replace, afterComposition;
2 Class baseClass = getBaseClass();
3 List teams = getTeams();
4 List callinIds = getCallinIds();
5 int index = getIndex();
6 int startingIndex = index;
7 bool replaceFound = false;
8 while (!replaceFound && index < teams.length) {
9 Team team = teams[index];
10 int callinId = callinIds[index];
11 Binding binding = getBindingFromId(team, callinId);
12 int relativeIndex = index - startingIndex;
13 switch (binding) {
14 case BEFORE:
15 MethodHandle handleBefore = handleBefore(team, binding);
16 handleBefore = incrementIndex(handleBefore, relativeIndex);
17 beforeComposition = compose(handleBefore, beforeComposition);
18 case AFTER:
19 MethodHandle handleAfter = handleAfter(team, binding);
20 handleAfter = incrementIndex(handleAfter, relativeIndex);
21 afterComposition = compose(afterComposition, handleAfter);
22 case REPLACE:
23 replace = handleReplace(team, binding);
24 replace = incrementIndex(replace, relativeIndex);




29 MethodHandle result = handleOrig(baseClass) if replace.isEmpty else replace;
30 if (!afterComposition.isEmpty) {
31 afterComposition = addReturnWrapper(afterComposition);
32 result = compose(afterComposition, result);
33 }
34 if (!beforeComposition.isEmpty) {
35 result = compose(result, beforeComposition);
36 }





perform a division or multiplication by two. Each role binds one of the two base operations.Figure 5.1 depicts the benchmarking classes in form of a diagram.The static benchmark activates one instance of each team and then calls the base methods on two different base instances a given number of times; the measured part of thisbenchmark can be seen in Listing 5.2. As the context does not change, a dispatch plan isbuilt for each call site during the first iteration and then reused on all subsequent iterations.The variable benchmark activates a number of different contexts on every iteration, calling
1 float n = 100.0f;
2 team1.activate();
3 team2.activate();






Listing 5.2: The Java code of the static benchmark.
the base functions in each context. Here, combinations of different instances of the twoteams are used to create distinct contexts. The base operation call sites become unstableafter the 4th context if degradation is activated, since the relink threshold was set to 4, asmentioned in Section 4.4. Therefore, the dispatch mechanism of Classic 2020 is used forthese call sites after the first iteration. However, dispatch plans are still employed at the callsites of the base calls inside the teams, because, thanks to the subgraph optimization, theyare not relinked more than 4 times and thus not marked as unstable. This becomes clearwhen looking at Listing 5.3 which shows the measured part of the variable benchmark witheight contexts. Here, Team1 is the last team to execute a callin until context 4, thereforeits base call does not require relinking for the first four contexts. It is then relinked 3 timesin Contexts 6, 7 and 8, not exceeding the relink threshold. Similar holds for the base callin Team2. There are two versions of the variable benchmark, one with 8 contexts and one
1 float n = 100.0f;
2 for (int i = 0; i < iterations; i++) {

















































In this chapter, two projects will be presented that also focus on performance improvement of function dispatch in programming languages that implement novel paradigms. Section 6.1 will provide insight in an optimization of context aware method lookup in ContextJS,while Section 6.2 will look at VM support for pects with Steamloom.
6.1 Dispatch Optimization in ContextJS
ContextJS [26] is a JavaScript implementation of context oriented programming concepts,allowing dynamic adaptation through application of layers containing partial function defini
tions. Listing 6.1 demonstrates its semantics based on the example that was introduced inSection 2.1.2. Layer application can be performed globally, or dynamically through the function withLayers, as in line 10. The proceed function in line 6 acts analogous to the basekeyword in OT/J, passing control on to the next layer (or the base method, if all layers havebeen traversed). Whenever layers are defined for an object, the dispatch mechanism of that
1 Object.subclass(’Person’, {
2 initialize: function(name) { this.name = name },
3 getName: function() { return this.name }
4 });
5 cop.create(’ProfessorLayer’).refineClass(Person, {
6 getName: function() { return ’Prof. ’ + cop.proceed() }
7 });
8
9 var person = new Person(’Alan Turing’);
10 cop.withLayers([ProfessorLayer],
11 function() { return person.getName() } // Returns "Prof. Alan Turing"
12 );
Listing 6.1: Part of the previously introduced example implemented in JavaScript using ContextJS.
object is supplemented by a sideways lookup that acknowledges partial functions of active layers in addition to the method’s signature, the target object and inheritance rules. To achievethis, methods that partial functions are defined for are replaced by a wrapper that performsthe dispatch, while the original bodies of these methods are moved to generic functions.This is similar to the implementation of OT/J, as the dispatch recursively descends throughthe stack of active layers, eventually arriving at the base method. Overhead is therefore alsoincurred on every method call that could potentially be adapted by layers. In Efficient Layer
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6 Related Work
Activation in ContextJS [27], Krahn et al. introduced an optimization technique in which adaptations from layer compositions are cached at the call site. Rather than calling the partialfunctions of the applied layers separately, the wrapper now parses and rewrites them intoa single function (i.e., an inlined function) at first invocation. The resulting method is thenreused on subsequent calls after a validation check is done to verify reusability. That checkis realized using a fingerprint of the layer composition that was present during the first invocation to assert similarity of the current layer composition. This optimization resembles a
monomorphic inline cache, allowing one value to be cached and regenerating it whenever thelayer composition is changed in between calls. Benchmarks showed a speedup of 10× compared to the original dispatch, accomplished through reduction of the number of functioncalls and lookups. Nevertheless, significant overhead is retained with only 3% of performance relative to an implementation forgoing context oriented code reached.This approach is similar to Polymorphic Dispatch Plans as both create reusable, guarded
“shortcuts” for the execution of dynamic adaptations. There are differences, however, e.g.,the monomorphic caching strategy and the manual inlining of partial functions as opposedto PDP, in which multiple values can be cached and the process of inlining is left to theJIT compiler. The evaluation of the improved lookup did not account for situations wherethe layer composition is variable, however, it is safe to assume that from a certain degree ofdynamism it would also cause overhead compared to its original version and could thereforealso benefit fromadegradationmechanism. On another note, ContextJS constitutes a libraryrather than a programming language as it only uses the meta programming possibilities ofJavaScript for its sideways composition mechanism. Further, it is designed to cover crosscutting concerns, not adaptations on a per object basis.
6.2 Faster Aspect Execution with Steamloom
Steamloom [28] builds upon the Jikes Research Virtual Machine (RVM) [29], a project designed as a prototyping platform for virtual machine technologies. It provides dedicatedsupport for aspect oriented programs written in Java by extending the RVMwith aspect execution infrastructure such as an API, a bytecode augmentation toolkit (BAT) andweaving support. To keep overhead to a minimum, the code responsible for invocation of adaptationsis compiled directly into the bodies of affected functions, essentially abolishing the need forresiduals. To further optimize the efficiency of advice invocation, Steamloom was enhancedwith advice instance tables (AIT) [30], which constitute a VM level data structure enabling fastlookup of advice instances. In AOP, base methods can be adapted through deployment of
aspects that consist of an advice and a pointcut. Advice are the aspect oriented counterpartof role functions, while pointcuts define the join points (i.e., function calls or property accesses) at which advice are to be applied. Whenever a base method is adapted through thedeployment of an aspect, a reference to the respective advice instance is stored in the baseclass’s AIT. Then, the instruction ait load is woven into the function’s body, together withother advice invocation code. This bytecode was introduced particularly to make retrievaland invocation of advice instances more efficient, which is achieved by directly loading themfrom the base class’s AIT. In addition, fewer instructions are required for this process andunnecessary boundary and type checks are omitted, as the Steamloom environment guarantees safety in that regard. Figure 6.2 illustrates the object model of Steamloom; eachobject has a pointer to its class specific type information block (TIB), which in turn points tothe AIT and also contains references to the implementations of its methods. An evaluationof the optimized runtime showed performance gains in both (un)weaving and JIT compilation. This approach is superior to most related language implementations in that it does notmanage instances on the language level, e.g. in a hash map. Moreover, through separationof application and infrastructural code, debugging is greatly simplified as dispatch logic does
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Figure 6.2: The Steamloom object model implementing advice instance tables. Adapted from [30], Figure 5.
not come into scope [31].A feature that Steamloom provides which is rather rare among AOP languages is instance
local aspects, i.e., aspects that only apply to a specified instance of a base class. On deployment of such aspects, the target objects TIB is cloned and an adapted version of themethodis linked. Thus, Steamloom factually allows multiple implementations of a method to exist. Adrawback of this feature is the inability of the VM to inline methods decorated by instancelocal aspects, as it cannot decide which version to choose for inlining [31]. This is a non issuein OT/J, as roles are not naturally instance local1 and the runtime only sees one version ofa method’s implementation. Since Steamloom takes a different approach to improve performance at adapted call sites by implementing a faster advice retrieval infrastructure, it isnot directly comparable to the approach at hand. Dispatch is still executed on every call andcaching is not performed, therefore a degradation mechanism is not necessary.
1However, roles are intrinsically defined per-instance, a feature which is supported in many AOP languages.
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7 Conclusion and Future Work
Previous research found that state of the art role oriented programming languages haveshortcomings regarding run time performance, which is one of the reasons they are notadopted by wider audiences. Recently, a polymorphic inline cache inspired performanceimprovement for the ROP language Object Teams Java was developed, more specifically forthe common pain point of role function dispatch; the resulting runtime version of OT/J wasnamed Polymorphic Dispatch Plans. The goal of this thesis was the extension of PDP by agraceful degradation approach for the sake of overhead reduction at call sites with high degrees of contextual variability. As a first step, development of the guarding mechanism forPDP was necessary so dispatch plans could be invalidated and relinked. During this stage,it was discovered that the previously proposed guard could be enhanced with a subgraph




OOP Object oriented programming
ROP Role oriented programming
OT Object Teams
OT/J Object Teams Java
OTJC Object Teams Java compiler
VM Virtual machine
JVM Java Virtual Machine
PIC Polymorphic inline cache
RPIC Role polymorphic inline cache
PDP Polymorphic Dispatch Plans
PDP+ Polymorphic Dispatch Plans with Degradation
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